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FOREWORD.

In v/orking up this proposed design for the

Air Testing Laboratory of the G-reater Instituts of

Technology the author has assumed that sufficient

funds v/ill be available for the installing of the

necessary equipment to make it one of the most com-

plete and well appointed laboratories in the country.

The author has also designed the project from the

viewpoint of making it a complete commercial testing

laboratory as v/ell as a research and student ejiperi-

mental station. In connection '.vith this point it

might be mentioned that any commercial laboratory

may be an exoelent student experimental station,

but all student experimental laboratories may not

be satisfactory for commercial work.

It should be borne in mind when reading this

treatise that Air engineering is a comriarativcly

mew art; so for at least as modern -nell equipped

experimental stations are concerned. Very little

data regarding the y/ork to be carried out in, the

design and the construction of Air Laboratories is
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available at the present time, and for this reason

the design of such a laboratory, along necessarily

theoretical lines only, must be comparatively unsat-

isfactory.





Less than a year ago, the board of Trustees

of the Armour Institute of Technology made known

to the public their plan to move the Institute

from its oresent location at Thirty-thi-d and

Federal Streets, Chicaso, Illinois, to an eighty

acre tract of land v;hiGh they purchases for the

purpose. This late acquisition to the Institute's

property is hounded on the north by Seventy-fifth

Street, on the east by Calfax Avenue, on the south

by Seventy-ninth "^trcet, and on the west by Yates

Avenue. This site is v/ithin a block of both the

Illinois Central ^ailroad, and the Baltimore and

Ohio ^ailroad. It is also within a very short

distance of Lake Michigan.

As near as the author can determin it is the

plan of those ^rho are' endov/ing the Institute to

make it one of the finest and- most completely

equipped technical institutions in this country.

The various experimental laboratories of a

technical institution represent probably its

greatest side, and upon the completeness of their

equipment depends the nature of the research, and





commercial work "'hicb may be carried out in them.

The many Stats Universiti.es throii^hout the country

maintain laboratories j of one kind or s.nother,

ivhich co-operate with the United States Burea.u of

Standards in carrying out valuable experiments and

compiling valuable engineering data. There is

apparently no reason why private institutions

should not aid in this great work if they are given

the proper equipment.

It is in the laboratory that mathematically

accurate theories are tried out and modified, by

unknown conditions, to practical statements; that

the sometimes minute deviation between "?'hat it

should be and what it is" is sought. Surely in this

day and age of the developement of the arts, and

the movement tojard greci.ter accuracy in the indus-

tries, too much stress cannot ce put upon the re-

finement and completeness of equipment of the modern

engineering laboratory.

Among the many laboratories of the New Armour

Institute^ there is to be includer one in which all





experiments pertaining to the measuring of air

and air flow may be carried out. It is the

author's purpose, in this artlole, to discuss

the equipment of this laboratory and submit a

proposed design.

The accurate measurement of air and other

gases has been receiving increased attention by

engineers of both this country and Europe for the

past few years. The vast quantities of natural

and artificial gas consumed for po'.7sr, lighting,

and heating must be measured with precision, not

only because of their, i^itrins ic value, but because

modern business methods demand accuracy. Blowers

and ventilating fans are usually sold under a

guarantee, that they will deliver a certain vol-

ume of air or gas under given conditions, but

often the different methods employed by the seller

and the purchaser in mes.suring disagree and neither

one has indisputable evidence that his method is

correct. Other instances might be cited to show

the need of more knowledge concerning the accuracy

of various methods of measuring gases.





More and more of on.r industrial processes

are being carried out under set conditions of

air, temperature, and relative humidity. This

is true particularly in the textile industry,

the paper industry, and in industries having to

do with the handling of paints and varnishes.

It is probably not going too far to say that

many millions of dollars could be saved each year

in the United States alone, if more accurate know-

ledge concerning the effect of temperature and

relative humidity on many of our industrial pro-

cesses were available. Many of our American

manufacturers who use conditioned air during any

of their manufacturing steps are demanding that,

tests on their products be made under specific

conditions of temperature and relative humidity.

The knowledge of the actual temperature

and relative humidity of air, and the means for

regulating these variables, is of infinite value

to those engaged in the packing industry because

the preservation of thousands of tons of drying

meats depends upon these factors. However far





this art has pro^i'essed with the packers, they

are constantly conducting sxperimentjS to deter-

mine better conditions and better methods for

carrying out their purpose.

Heating and ventilating in connection with

air washing and conditioning is a subject which

has been receiving condiderable attention in the

past few years. The problem of adequate venti-

lation and air condition is of such great import-

ance that special legislation is being consider-

ed in connection with it.

The question of insulation material testing

may bo considered as coming under the general

heading of the work of the air. testing laboratory.

Accurate knowledge as to the heat transmitting

properties of a given insulating material, or a

given wall structure, under certain given con-

ditions is probably given too little weight by

the average designing engineer. The many thouse.nds

of dollars ?/hich may bo saved on a single contract

by the choice of the proper insulating material





more than offsets any expense and difficulty in-

curred in obtaining accurate Infprmation regard-

ing its performance. The choice of a most suit-

able insulating material, or .a^.EIlQpjj^^^wall

structure, depends upon the accurate knowledge

of its heat transmitting characteristics. and also

upon the consideration of its first cost,, cost of

upkeep, cost of losses through it, vg^lue of space

that it occupies, and interest on the investment.

It is fundamentally a problem in finance,, but

to solve it accurate engineering data must be at

hand. It is only in a well equipped laboratory

that this information can be obtained.

There are conditions in engineering work

which render the use of Pitot tubes orifices,

and other similar devicds for measuring air flov/,

impractical, Undex' such conditions, the aeanono-

meter may sometimes be used to advantage. The

aeanonometer is a delicate mechanical device hav-

ing many moving parts-, and is therefore subject

to gr{0ss error unless frequently calibrated by





absolutely reliable means. Tlis United States

Bureau of Standards recommends: that this type

of instrument be calibrated on the revolyins

arm. It is desirable at times when extreme

accuracy ?/ith such an instrument is v/anted that,

its calibration on the revolving arm be cheoli-

ed by passing it through the air in a straight

line, A completely equipped air testing lab-

oratory should contain both of the above men-

tioned types of devices for calibrating aeano-

noraeters.

Statistics from manufacturers of high and

medium pressure air machinery indicate that there

is an ever increasing demand for such apparatus

by the industries. Many of our industries are

learning to apply compressed air economically to

some of their processes. The question of whether-

air may be applied to a given operation more

ettonomically than other forms of motive power

sometimes hinges upon the accuracy of the engineer-

ing knowledge regarding the a pparatus. Too much
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streGS, therefore, cannot be laid upon the im-

portance of having- adequate equipment for deter-

mining such valuable engineering data.

The foregoing paragraphs give in a general

v/ay the nature of the work which should be pro-

vided for in an air testing laboratory. They are

intended also to bring out the importance of such

a laboratory.

It should be borne in mind that all the equip-

ment in such a laboratory will be representative

of the most modern development of the arts, and

that all apparatus v/ill be available for student

experim.entation.

The author would like to point out the fact

that, to the best of his knowledge, thet-e is not

a single private institution in the country which

has a completely equipped air testing laboratory.

The proposed design herein submitted was developed

through the assistance of Mr, Lynn E. Davies of

The Armour Institute of Technology, to whom the
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author feels greatl-j indebted. It ivould seem in

keeping with the name of the present Armour

Institute of Technology, and the names of the men

more intimately connected v/ith it, tha.t the Great-

er Armour Institute of Technology he the firt^t

private institution in the co\intry to contain a

clearly defined, and completely equipped air test-

iiag laboratory,

Ilaving given a general discussion of the kind

of v/ox-'li to be provided for in the air testing

laboratory, and before passing to tiis design pro-

pei'f it will be >;ell to bring out more specific-

ally the problems-, to be considered. A ,vell equip-

ped air laboratory should be fitted with apparatus-

as follows

:

(a) A fundamentally corregt means for

measuring volumes of air or other gases,

(b) Means for obtaining an accurately

Measurable air velocity in a duct for the

purpose of calibrating Pitot tubes, ori-

fices, and other forms of gas flow measur-

ing devices..
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(c) Means for obtaining measurable air

velocities up to eighty eight feet per

second in a duct of oi^fficicnt size for

tlae purpose of testing ventilators, etc,

(d) Moans for carrying out complete tests

on large, medium, and small sized fa.ns and

blowers,

(e) Means for completely determining the

performance of automotive cooling systems,

(f) Means for tempering, washing, and hum.-

idifying air and maintaining given con-

ditions in an isolated chamber,

(g) Means for obtaining low temperatures

(0° F) in an isolated room for the purpose

of determining the heat transmitting char-

acteristics of insulating materials end

wall structures,

(h) Means for supplying high, mediijra, and

low pressure air for the purpose of carry-

ing out tests on pneumatic machinery.
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(i) Approved appai'atus for aeanononieter-

calibrating*

(j) Instrvunents for determining the press-

ure, temperature, and relative humidity

of air ivlth the necessary degroo of accuracy.

The only fundamentally correct means for

measuring directly the volume of a large quantity

of flowing air or gas is the displacement or hold-

er method. A holder of known dimensions drops

a given distance in a given time, and then displaces

a certain known volume of gas through a discharge

pipe, at a determinable velocity, where it is again

measured, by the metdJr to be tested. The temper-

ature, pressure and humidity of the gas or air

both in the holder and at the apparatus to be test-

ed must be knovm in order that both volumes may be

reduced to the same conditions, and a fair compar-

ison thus made. With large outside containers it

is a very difficult matter to obtain fair average

readings of these quantities, especially of the

temperature,. beca.use of the influence of the water-

in the holder, of the weather conditions outside.
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and of 'the lar^e volume of gas In the holder.

There arc certain periods in tho Spring and Pall

v/hen the temperature remains practically con"

stant day a.nd night for several days, and this

is the only time when holder tests can be made

Y/ith an approach to accuracy.

Small indoor gas holders may be made subject

to careful temperature control during all seasons,

and therefore the great error introduced by inside

temperature variation is obviated in such install-

ations .

It may be stated that gas holders in general

are clumsy, intermittent in action, and difficult

to manipulate properly, but because of the fact

that holders represent our only absolutely accurate

method of measuring gases, they are INDESPENSABLE

to the fully equipped air laboratory.

Although the gas holder represents the final

authority in gas measurements, and all other in-

struments must be referred to it as a standard,

there are other more convenient and more satisfactory

means for accurately measuring gas flov; or quantity





for ordinary purposes. The Tiionias meter represents;

such a ine?.ns. When such a meter is calibrated

against a gas holder' ils results may be taken as:

final authority.

As above mentionod, the Thomas meter has many

advantages over the holder for ordinary purposes

where it can be used, as for instance in the measure-

ment of air flow for Petot tubes and orifice cal-

ibration. Some of the specific advantages and

characteristics of this meter are given in a treat-

ise of the apparatus as applied to Pitot tubes

calibration by ¥. C, Rowse. They are aa follows:

(a) "It measures weight of gas, and avoids

the difficulties inherent in volumetric

measurements,"

(b) "Its measurement of gas depends direct-

ly upon the specific heat of the gas. The

specific heat varies but slightly with

wide change of temperature, pressure, and

humidity,"

(c) "Its accuracy is limited only by the
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exactness of electrical measurements; such

jneasurcments can be mads by engineers ^vith

a very great degree of refinement, vrlth

well knov/n, highly developed instruments «"

(d) "It has been thoroughly tested, by ex-

periments under the most varied conditions

in this country and abroad, smd in every

instance it was proven tliat the meter was

correct, not only in theory, but also in

the actual measurement of gases,"

(c) "Its operation is very simple, the read-

ings are fey; and can be obtained with the

greatest accuracy, while it requires almost

no attention itself while in use."

!fhe Thomas electric meter is based on the

principle of heating the gas through a Imown range

of temperature and measuring the energy required

to cause this change; this measured heat is pro-

portional to the weight of gas flowing. Electric

energy is used as a source of heat as it can be
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acouratcly measured and easily controled. The

texnperaturo ran^o is determined by the use of

electrical resistance thermometers.

To show specifically the accuracy v/hich may

be e::p3cted from the Thomar meter, I will c^uote

from an article on "Pitot .Tiibes. for Gas Measure-

ment", by W. 0. RovvGs, Appendix Number One, It

reads as follows

:

"The Thomas meter has been thoroughly tested

under various conditions and as few of the tests

are brfefly referred to in the following notes, in

order to show that it is a reliable and accurate

means for measuring gases and that its use as a

standard meter in these experiments v/ith Pitot,

tubes was justified",

TESTS AQ/^IEST CALIBRATED PITOT TUEZS,

"A Thomas meter was tested by the Peoples'

Natural Gas Company of Pittsburgh at their Brane

Pumping Station, in a 10 inch suction line from





the ^as wells to the pumos,-and in series with a

Pitot tube station. The latter vras located a

mile and a half from the pumping station where

the electric meter was installed and every pre-

caution was taken to prevent leakage in the inter-

vening pipe line. The Pitot tubes station was

developed after years of e::peri:Tient and at great

expe nse. The Pitot tubes in the station were care-

fully calibrated under working conditions and were

knov/n to give accurate results when the calibration

constants were used, A forty-five day test was

run, from April 7th to June 3rd, 1911, during

which iooriod the rate of flow varied from 90,000

to 640,000 cubic feet per hoi.ir; the pressure of

the gas varied from 4-6 to 185 pounds gauge; and

the temperature varied from 45 9 to 65 P. The

results were as follows

:

Total standard cubic feet of gas by

Pitot tubes 337,546,182

Total standard cubic feet of gas by

Thomas meter 336,732,018

Difference 814,164
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Peroent difference 0,24,

A year later a test of the sane meter was made

without any chan£;e or adjustment v/hatever, and the

Thomas meter ',vas found to agree with the Pitot tubes

within 0,42 percent.

"

TESTS AGAINST HOLDERS.

"A Thomas m.ster is used to measure In the •

cominon discharge line from the booster station of

the Milwauliee Gas Light Company, The holder tests

were made with the greatest care on October 13th

and 14th, 1911, at a time when the temperature had

remained constant during the day and night for several

days, Tv/o different holders were used. One test was

made at the 'maximum capacity of the meter, when the

gas was being pumped from the large holder through

the meter at a pressure of about forty inches of

water. A second test was made at the minimum cap-

acity of the meter, when the gas Tijas flowing from

the smaller holder through the meter at holder

pressure",

"The results were as follows:





Holder aaed Larger Smaller

Duration of test 2 hrs, 15 min. 5 hrs.

Total cu. ft, of

air by Thomas

meter at 30 in.

Hg and eO^F 1,956,000 <L97,500

Difference 2,671 1,128

Per cent difference 0,1?7 0,224"

TESTS AGAINST "-VET METERS.

"A Thomas meter was imported into Germany

to be used in some scientific investigation of

blowers and compressors. It was tested against

a carefully calibrated wet metor at the Berlin

IV Precinct Gas Works under the direct super-

vision of their ©iiglnoors, v/ho are of recognized

teclinical ability and who exercised the most

painstaking car© throughout the test, A fov/ rep-

resentative results of the Berlin test are given

below

:





Duration of test, hours 1-^- 3§ 3|-

Cubic feet of ^as by wet

meter at 15,5°G and 760 5<L10 7111 14600

Cublo feet of £;as by

Thomas meter 5400 7076 14537

Difference 10 35 63

Per cent difference 0,20 0.49 0,45 "

T3ST3 AT THE WORIvS OF THE CUTLER-

MiaGR MMJUFAGTURING COMPMY.

"Experimental work is constantly being carried

out by the manufacturers of the Thomas meter.

T:'io of the most interesting tests conducted there

are described here through the courtesy of the

Cutler-Hojiuner Kanufacturing Company, as they

demonstrate the accuracy of the Thomas meter

under varying conditions,"

"First test: Two automatically operated

Thomas meters, one of 25,000 cubic feet per hour

>





capacity, and the other of 50,000 cuTdIc feet

capacity wero put in the same pipe line in

series. When air v/as flov/ing thx-'OU£h the pipe,

it v;as noted that each neter recorded the same

amount of air. By means of an electric heater

in the pipe between the two meters the temper-

ature of the air entering the second motor was

gradually increased until it was 60°F higher

than the temperature of the air enterinr the

first meter. The amounts recorded on each meter

were meanv;hile carefully watched, and it was oh~

served that the readings still remained practic-

ally identical,"

"Sedond test: A manually operated tost meter

was connected in a horizontal position in series

v/ith an automatically controllod meter in a ver-

tical position, with a ri^ht angled bend inter-

vening between them. This arrangement was made

purposely to xjrevent the air passing through the

two meters in the same manner. The test m.eter was

manually operated on 110 and 220 volts direct

current, and the automatic meter on 220 volt





altecnatlng current, Tho automatic meter had

a capacity of 500,000 cubic feet of free gas

per hour. The i^esults at different rates of

flow were as follov/s :

9 per cent of maximum flov/, error in auto-

matic meter +0,2°^,

42 per cent of maximum flow, error in auto-

matic meter +0,2^,

81 per cent of maximum flow, error in auto-

matic meter +0,0^,

The unquestionable accuracy of the Thomas

meter and the ^raat convenience that it offers

for general use make it an indespensable piece

of apparatus for the carefully equipped air test-

ing laboratory.

For the purpose of carrying out tests on

large sized ventilators etc., high air velocities

through comparatively large air ducts are required.





For this gnneral rjurpose Mr, L. E. Davies of the

Armour Instituts of Technology recommends that a

thirty-six inch circular duct be provided, and

connected with a fan of sufficient capacity to

produce velocities up to eighty-ei^ht feet per

second. The measurement of the air flow through

the agency of Pitot tubes. Because of its great

size and weight an installation of this kind

must be permanent. The duct, therefore, cannot ,

readily be used in connection v/ith fans and

blowers .other than the one it is designed for.

For the purpose of carrying out tests on,

and determining the characteristics of, fans,

blowers, exhausters, etc., a special air duct

and dynamometer is required. For purposes with-

in the realm of probability a twenty-fovxr inch

circular air duct, and a fifty horse pov/er elec-

tric dynamometer v/ill prove satisfactory. For

experim.ental purposes, in which great volumes of

air are not required, a fan temporarily connected
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v/ith this apparatus may bo used, Tlie duct must

be provided v/ith the necessary Pibob tubes,

thermometers, and psychrometer. All experimental

work requiring a cross sectional area of duct

of less than Pi square feet may be carried out

with this equipment.

In connection v/ith the above mentioned

apparatus may be included a means for carrying

out tests on automotive cooling systems. Under

the present competition existing in automotive

industry, great improvem.ents are being mad© in

all details. This improvement has not been

unmarked in the case of the automobile radiator.

Much experimenting has been going on in connect-

ion with the structure of such radiators, and

exact engineering d-ata regarding the perform-

ance of different structures is in demand. It

is, therefore, desirable that a convenient means

be available for securing such data. The most

general object sought in the testing of auto-





motive cooliiii:, systems Is a determining of the

head dissipating charLicteristics of the device

under varying conditions of air speed, air

temperature, water temperature, and velocity.

Probably the most convenient apparatus for

making such determinations consists of a trucic,

.vhich may be set up in fribnt of a suitable air

duct, having mounted upon it a means for secure-

ly mounting a radiator, and a nozzle for con-

ducting the air sti'uam to the fan for said radi-

ator. Also an over head ?/ater heater for supply-

ing a stream of hot water, through the proper

hose connections, to the radiator. The air

nozzle will contain sufficient Pltot tubes and

thermometers for carefully deter^iining the air '

velocity and temperature.

The "S^ebster Atmospheric Corporation of

Philadelphia, Pa. are specialists in the manu-

facture of air v/ashlng and h-umidifying apparatus.

From their catalogues it appears that they malie

several types and sizes of apparatus for commer-
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clal use. In spite of the great amount of goa-

eral information available in their catalogue,

the author has been unable to choose a machine

to suit the purpose of our requir-mients. The

company is however in a position to furnish any

special jjurpose ma.chlnery that wo may need. The

details of th^J cc^ulpnient recommended h'y the

company's engineers not being at hand, the author is

merely allowing, ample apace in the final layout

of the laboratory for its installation.

The author i>e commends the use of the Webster

System of Automatic Humidity control because of

the fact that it is simple, accurate, and scienti-

fically correct in principle, being based on

independent control of the dty and wet bulb tb-mper-

ature of the conuibioned air, through the use of

ordinary thermostats, .vith which all operating

engineers are familiar.

For refrigeration work, such as used in





insulation testing* means must b3 provided for

accurately regulating tlie temperature in the

cold I'oora, and f'or quickly dropin^ this tftmper-

iiture .-hen nocessai'y. For service of this kind

the direct expansion rofrigoration system comes

nearest to the ideal. To £^ive the necessary

temperature control in a room of the size to be

used in this casoj ninety feet, by forty-five

fcst, by twelve feet a five ton refrigaration

machine will probably be required. Given a

mc'.chine of this size grejat flexibility should,

bo Qbtainable,

B3caus8 this installation will be extensitfo-

ly us3d for commercial v/ork, and because when in

use it vn.ll- be operating for days at o. time, the

compressor should be electrically driven, and all

control should be automatic as possible, Q,uicit-

nsss of operation is a condition to bo sought

in this particular case, and the simplest way

to get this is through ths electric motor.

While there, are many ways 'of arranging the
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expansion coils in a system of this kind, probably

tlic most simpls and satisfactory scheme is to

distribute the pipe alon^ the side walls of the

room and near the ceiling. For this installation

four thousand linear feet of two inch pipe will

1)0 required. This amount of pipe distributed as

above suggested and spaced five inches on centers

v/iil require a depth of ten feet. Four expansion

valves, two for each side of the room should

r^ive the necessary flexibility of control.

The problem of anticipating the probable

requirements of the New Institution for compressed

air is one v/hich neither tho author nor Mr, Davies

has been able to satisfactorily solve , The question

must seemingly remain open until such a time as

the further plans for the Greater Institution are

developed so that a logical solution is possible,
.

Keeping this point in mind, the author is allowing

sufficient space for the accommodation of tv/o

medium siiie air compressors. Provisions are also

being made for the installation of air storage

tanks. These tanks are to be suspended from the
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ceiling structure in order to leave more free

and clear floor spa.ce.

The author wishes to sutrnit the following

proposal for the design of the Air Testing

Laboratory for the 'Greater Armour Institute

of Technology. The laboratory shall contain

the rollO¥/ing equipment:

(1) One gas holfler of fourteen thousand

cubic feet capacity, having a diameter of

thirty feet, and a drop of twenty feet,

(2) One Thomas meter, having a capacity

of not less than fifty thousand c^bic

feet per hour,

(3) . One Number Eleven Tutoo-conoid.al Fan

(type T) made by the Buffalo Forge Gompani',

to be direct current variable spped motor,

and also connected to e. thirty-six inch

diameter by thirty-six feet air duct.

Motor control board to be placed as in-

dicated on drawings.
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(4) One ITumber 6}: Niagara-Gonoidal Fan

(Type IT), also of the Buffalo For^e

Company, to bo direct but removably

connected to a twenty-five horse, pov/er

direct current sl'^ctro-dynamometer, and

also removably connected to a twenty-

four inch by tvv'enty-four foot circular

air duct.

(5) One overhead steam water heater,

for the purpose of supplying hot '//ater

for air cooled water cooler tests,

(6) One truck carrying an adjustable

radiator mounting and air nozzle for

testing radiators and the like.

(7) 0n3 blo'.ver, having a set of inter-

changeable blades of different character-

istics, x^®i''^^'-ri*'^"'^J-y connected to an

electric dynamometer, and fourteen inch

air duct.
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(C) C .0 special Wetster* Air Washer and

Hiimidif ier, connected dirC'Ctl-- v/ith a

ninety by forty-five foot i^-oom,

(9) One ninety by forty-five foot

insulating testing room, to be refriger-

ated by a five ton tv/in cylinder, C. P.

vertical an]]nonia compressor, Type M,

electrically driven.

(10) One high and one medium pressure

air compressors of capacities and pressures

to be determined later,

(11) Air stOEage tanks for above compressors,

(12) One Westinghouse Locomotive air

compressor.

(13) One rotating arm aeanonometer cal-

ibrator,

(14) One "straight line" aenonometer test-

ing mechanism.

The above mentioned equipment is to be placed

as shov/n in tho accompanying drawings.
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The gas holder must necessarily have its

haso c;:tending dov/n irto the b£iS3raent; below the

level of the laboratory floor, and it will ex-

tend upward through the first floor above it.

This construction is clearly shov/n in the

section drawing.

The two large size blowers must, because

of their bulk, be placed in a pit below the

mean floor level in order that the air ducts

may be located a convenient distance from the

floor. This arrangement is also shov/n in the

sectional drawing.

The placing of the remainder of the

equipment is alearly shown in the plan view of

the laboratory. In arranging this apparatus,

the greatest care "/as taken to place it so as

to afford the greatest economy of space, and

at the same time keep all equipment for one

experiment entirely independent of that equip-

ment adjacent it. Careful consideration was
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^iv:ri also to the allowing of proper spacing

"between mechanisms so as to facilitate v/ork-

Ing on any apparatus.

In the layout of this laboratory no floor

supporting columns arc shown. As no information

regarding the probable design of the buildings

proper was available, the author simply assu:r.ed

eighteen foot bays and made the design flexible

enough to permit of any likely changes which may

be made necessary in adapting it to the architects

filial design.





Vertical Ammonia Compressors

Twin Cylinder CP Vertical Compressor

Type M

THE. Type M Vertical Compressor is made iu 5 and 6-tou

sizes. It is built with two cylinders, each cast separately.

This machine is conservatively rated and will do long and
faithful work even under unfavorable and severe conditions.

Unless otherwise specified, frame is regularl_y finished in

English Vermilion.

All CP Compressors with separate cylinders can be fur-

nished with two suction connections for producing refrigeration

with increased efficiency when different temperatures are I'e-

quired for different cooling rooms. Other manufacturers need

two compressors for supplying sufficient refrigeration iu such

cases.

This machine may be equipped with electric motor and auto-

matic control at extra cost.
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